ThermoGame: Video Game Interaction System that Offers Dynamic Temperature Sensation to Users
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, many researchers report studies about haptic, tactile or tangible art and entertainment. Particularly about temperature sensation, few interaction systems have ever been presented because of its difficulty in responsiveness. In this study, we shall design the video game interaction system that uses temperature sensation to users. First of all we investigate the relation of the rapidity of temperature change and user response time by using prototyped controller. Our game controller can offer temperature to users dynamically according to game situations. As a result, it was able to propose a basis of interaction system to take the temperature sensation to the game interaction.

2 EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows the graph of amount of temperature change per second of our prototype game controller. By using the controller, we have an user test in order to know how long time users take to get noticed from the moment of heating/cooling. Figure 2 shows the result of user experiment about response time. The heating response takes about twice times of cooling response. This is due to difference of the number of cold sensation and hot sensation on the palm [Rein 1925]. There are two peltier elements on the both side of the controller. Figure 3 is a screenshot from thermo camera (APISTE, FSV-7000), which shows the left side of the controller is heated by the peltier element.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 4 shows our controller device. As we mentioned it, it has two peltier elements on the both side. The controller is connected to PC via RS-232 and controlled by game software. After these steps, we have made video games, one is to use heating, the other is cooling. Figure 5 shows screenshots of the video game. For example, one game contents which is named “Eruption Jumping” is an robot action game. A player operates a robot. When the robot is near by the heating or cooling position, the controller offers temperature sensation to the player according to the situation.

4 GOAL

The goal of our study is to establish the basis of temperature sensation interaction system with peltier elements in the field of entertainment. As a future work, we shall create a new type of game system that enables blind users to play by using temperature sensation.
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